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What to Serve Skaters...

By Gertrude Hendriks

WINTER and snow bring an occasional bob party, and crisp cold nights see Lake La Verne sprinkled with skaters, cutting fancy figures on the ice. Getting warmed up after the skating party is almost as much fun as the sport itself, especially when this warming up is accompanied by something hot to warm the "innards."

Of course there's the age old standby—oyster stew. But how about something new with skaters, cutting fancy figures? A skating party is almost as much fun as the sport itself, especially when this warming up is accompanied by something hot to warm the "innards."

And then there are eggs! Have you ever tried frying them in butter for hot sandwiches and then giving them an even hotter flavor by adding mustard? Here's something different, and oh, so good! Serve eggs poached in undiluted tomato soup, on toast. And don't forget the crisp bacon that just naturally goes with eggs.

If It's Good

(Continued from page 7)

Recalling dreams would be real fun over "cheese dreams." And the ideal time to do it would be while the whole party is gathered 'round the frying pan watching a triple deck concoction—bread, cheese and bread—browning in butter!

If there remain any in the party who aren't yet warm after munching any of these foods around a crackling fire, then it must be time to call it a night and dish-and."

Who could not select the proper box of candy from our lines

Whitman's
Mrs. Stover's
Ann Howard
You are sure to find what you want at our candy counter.